
Workshop on Art of Questioning – 06. 02. 2021

All teaching and learning lie in the art of questioning. Questioning which is the basis of teaching
task encourages recalling , deepens the learning process and comprehension , promotes the
imagination and problem-solving , satisfies the sense of curiosity , and increases the creativity . 

A Workshop on the topic was organised and assistant professor Shridhar Munda explained in
depth  and  demonstrated  the  fine  points  of  sequential  questioning  students  were  invited  to
present questions in the most suited with the session was concluded by assistant professor
Atul Kumar Singh.



Workshop on Folk Art , Mask Making –
12. 02. 2022

Folk  art covers  all  forms  of visual  art made  in  the  context  of folk  culture.
Surgical face masks are used in operation theatres and every area of
health  care  that  requires  patient  inspection.  Rise  in  awareness
regarding  airborne  infections  has  led  to  an  increase  in  usage  of
surgical face masks in not only large health care facilities but also
smaller ones across the world. 

A  workshop  was  conducted  by  professor  Shridhar  Munda and
students learnt the art of making face masks cheaply and effectively.

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Folk_culture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_art


Workshop on Teaching Quality in classroom - 06. 08.
2022

While there is no magic number of rules that govern a classroom, it’s clear
the establishment of fair, reasonable, enforceable, and consistently applied
rules will have a deep impact on behaviour in the classroom.

A  workshop  was  conducted  by  Dr.  Anad  kishor  and  he  clarified  the
meaning and quality by demonstration.



Workshop On TLM –12. 09. 2022

Instructional material, also known as teaching/learning materials (TLM), are any
collection of materials including animate and inanimate objects and human and
non-human resources that a teacher may use in teaching and learning 

Teaching-Learning Materials (TLMs) are important for the teachers in teaching
his/her lesson effectively. 
A workshop on the topic was conducted by assistant professor Sanjay Kumar
Yadav  he  gave  the  idea  of  selection  of  TLMs for  impactful  learning  hi
demonstrated  how  TLMs conducted  be  erected  out  and  almost  everything
around as the conclusion was delivered by the principal Dr. Anand Kishore.



Workshop on Communication Skills –
13/10/2022

Communication is very important for  all  beings. Animals and
humans  alike.  Communication  refers  to  the  exchange  of
thoughts and ideas with the intention of conveying information.
Communication is a two way street that includes vocalization as
well  as  gesticulation.  The  purpose  of  communication  is  to
convey one’s beliefs, ideas, thoughts or needs with clarity so as
to reach a consensus or a mutually acceptable solution.

The  importance  of  communication  skills  cannot  be
underestimated.

A  workshop  was  held  on  the  topic  and  was  conducted  by
professor Sunil Singh he demonstrated the art and techniques
of communication and all its fine aspects students were asked
to  prepare  a  form  using  the  techniques  and  corrected
suggestions were given at the end the meeting concluded with
the summarisation of the principal Dr. Anand kishore.



Workshop on Teaching and Learning Exercise – 05. 
11. 2022
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 It is an instructional methodology, a teaching and learning approach that
combines  face  to  face  classroom  methods  with  computer  mediated
activities to deliver instruction. 
A workshop was conducted by assistant professor Arvind kumar mishra
and he demonstrated the impact on learning and Communication of an
idea with the use of digital tools and showed how a face to face situation
grows. The session ended with a principal summarisation in the end.   



Workshop on Teaching Professionalism – 16. 10.
2023

The basis and principle of Teaching Profession were 
discussed and presented by Dr. Bindu kumari. The work 
shop ended with a question and answer session.



Workshop on International Teachers’ Secondary
Education – 08. 12. 2018

It  is  well  known  that  the  quality  and  extent  of  learner
achievement are determined primarily by teacher competence,
sensitivity  and  teacher  motivation.  The  National  Council  for
Teacher  Education  has  defined  teacher  education  as  A
programme of education, research and training of persons to
teach from pre-primary to higher education level. 

A workshop was conducted by assistant professor Tipu Rai on
the topic the requisite standard of education level needed in a
Teacher It was explained the workshop was conducted with the
final remarks from the principal. 



Workshop on Multiple Intelligence -
21/01/2019

the theory of Multiple Intelligences in 1983 (Campbell 12). This principle is
well known to most teachers. Although people disagree with his theory,
Gardner  believes that  rather  than a single intelligence,  we acquire  all
seven intelligences in different amounts. All seven Gardner’s intelligences
should  be  incorporated  in  every  lesson,  to  include;  linguistic,  logical-
mathematical, body kinaesthetic, spatial, musical, interpersonal. Howard
Gardner defines intelligences as “the bio psychological.

Assistant  professor  Sharda  Prasad  Singh conducted  the
workshop and demonstrated the different separate functioning
of  multiple  intelligence  the  principal  Dr.  Anand  Kishore
summarise the session at the end.



Workshop on Role of Theatre in Education –
30/10/2017

Music and theatre  has been around for centuries and has continued to grow with new
songs and shows. 

A  workshop  was  conducted  on  the  topic  by  assistant  Professor  Sunil  Singh  he
explained  in  the  depth  the  impact  of  theoretical  production  and  music  in  the
delivering of an idea.



Workshop on Environmental & Disaster Management –
02/11/20  17  

The  National  Disaster  Management  Authority  (NDMA),  headed  by  the  Prime
Minister of India, is the apex body for Disaster Management in India. 

In our college Max Institute of Teachers’ Training,  Harish Chandra Shahu  has
organised the Workshop on Environmental & Disaster Management – 2017 to the
B.Ed. students 2017-19. He explained the measures an individual can take in
close of an emergency of a natural calamity



Workshop on Gender Equality –
24/01/2018

Gender Equality refers to equal rights, responsibilities and opportunities
for  both  women  and  men.  It  implies  that  the  interests,  needs  and
priorities  of  both  women  and  men  are  taken  into  consideration,
recognizing the diversity of different groups of women and men. 

A workshop on the topic was held and asst. Prof. Sunil Singh  disparity
in detail  the situation and corrective action that  needs to be taken to
eradicate the in gender statues the meeting concluded with the summary
by the principal. 



Workshop on Effective Classroom & Management – 03.
02. 2018

 One effective classroom management technique is developing a positive classroom
environment. The students should feel safe and welcomed in the classroom. There
should be enough space in between rows and class should be free of clutter. 

A workshop  was  organised on  the  topic  and assistant  professor  Sunil
Singh explained  the  use  and  play  of  class  management  and  time
management students were encouraged to make and present their ideas
the function was concluded with the remarks of the principal.



Workshop on Understanding Childhood
– 05/02/2018

A child has a natural curiosity towards everything
he observed around him. A workshop was held
presided over by assistant professor Sunil Singh
he  explained  in  detail  the  psychology  of  a
growing child in different stages.



Workshop on Inclusive Education and
Multiculture  - 12/02/2018
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Inclusive education is an
approach to schooling in
which students with 
many different 
kinds of disabilities and 
learning needs are 
educated in classes with
non-disabled and 
typically developing 
students.  In an inclusive
arrangement, students 
who need additional 
supports and services 
spend most of their time
with their non-disabled 
peers rather than in 



separate classrooms or 
schools.  This article 
begins with a brief 
consideration of the 
ways 
inclusive education has 
been defined and an 
exploration of inclusion’s
roots in broader 
movements for civil 
rights in democratic 
societies.  This is 
followed by a discussion 
of 
the challenges of 
managing an inclusive 



classroom, along with 
several strategies that 
can 
help teachers address 
these challenges 
through the creation of 
a “culture of inclusion.
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Inclusive education is an approach to schooling in which students with
many different. kinds of disabilities and learning needs are educated in
classes with non-disabled and typically developing students.

Multiculturalism has diverse meanings and may imply norms, ideologies,
or demographic facts. 



A  workshop  was  organised  and  conducted  by  assistant  professor
Sharda  Prasad  Singh and  was  concluded  with  the  remarks  of  the
principal Dr. Jitendra kumar shukla prabhat.



Workshop on Creative Art in Teacher Education –
04. 09. 2018

Having the ability to shape a student’s life is truly a gift 

A workshop was held on the topic presented by assistant professor
Shridhar Munda. He first explained the importance of having ideas
and to  convert  the  ideas  into  shape he demonstrated the  fact  by
creating the idea of nature's gift and translating it into a sketch The
students were asked to repeat the performance using their own ideas.
The  function  was  concluded  with  the  remarks  of  the  principal  Dr.
Anand Kishore.

Painting making  

Craft work Making



Paper Craft Ideas- Handcraft



Workshop on NCF – 06/10/2018

National Curriculum Framework (NCF) 2005 owes its present shape and form to the flurry
of ideas generated through a series of intensive deliberations by eminent scholars from
different  disciplines,  principals,  teachers  and  parents,  representatives  of  NGOS  and
NCERT faculty. 

A workshop on the topic was conducted by  assistant  professor  Sharda Prashad Singh
and he explained the requirements of preparing a curriculum.



Workshop on Low cost no cost teaching Learning
Materials – 15/12/2018

DEFINITION OF  “NO COST LOW COST MATERIALS” Low cost no
cost materials are the teaching aids which require no cost or available
cheaply, and developed by locally available resources and expedite the
process of learning in the classroom.
In our college Max Institute of Teachers’ Training,  Shiv Kumar Dangi
has  organised  the  Workshop  Low  cost  no  cost  teaching  Learning
Materials – 2018  to the B.Ed. students 2018-20.

 


